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Dries Tys

The Central Town Square in Medieval Towns
in the (Southern) Low Countries
Urban Life, Form, and Identity between
Social Practice and Iconographic Identity

ABSTRACT The central town squares of the medi

eval towns in the Low Countries are considered
to be the theatres of late medieval urban identity
and are not rarely associated with the origin of the
towns, or at least their glory as merchant towns in
the past. In reality, these emblematic places have
often complex biographies, in which selected memories were attributed to them in different historical
contexts. In this paper, we will explore how these
changing townscapes interacted with the social
agents at their medieval origins. We will use both
archaeological data as well as historical writings in
order to reconstruct their biographies and show
how their development was not path-dependent
but followed deliberate strategies and aims by different actors that used this space.
KEYWORDS Urban biographies; feudal towns; dark

earths; urban archaeology; trade; crafts; heritage;
micromorphology; interdisciplinarity.

The ‘Medieval’ Iconic Character
of the Marketplace
The ‘medieval’ marketplaces with their characteristic guildhalls and ancient cobbles are undoubtedly considered to be the most iconic places and
vistas of many historic towns in the Low Countries
(including northern France). The Brussels Grand
Place, the medieval quaysides and markets of Ghent,
or the Grote Markt of Bruges, are well known by
many tourists and fans of heritage travel (Fig. 5.1).
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They are considered to be the theatres of late
medieval urban identity and are not rarely associated with the origin of the towns, or at least their
glory as merchant towns in the past. This general
perception is clearly present in contemporary city
branding, as well as in the definition of the heritage values of these marketplaces. The criteria that
were applied to classify the Brussels Grand Place as
UNESCO World Heritage refer to the homogeneous character and quality of the architecture on the
market square, its extraordinary quality as a public
place, and the way it acts as a testimony to the success and prosperity of a trade town.1
The almost theatrical staging of this emblematic
character of the marketplaces goes back to at least
the period around the late nineteenth century, when
the iconic character of these centres of the medi
eval towns of trade was recreated in an early form
of city branding, through architecture and images.
This movement was not seldom related to a sense
of conservatism against an enlightened liberal way
of thinking that favoured industry and progress and
wanted to get rid of the material testimonies of the
feudal age by modernizing the city.
1 <https://www.unesco.nl/nl/erfgoed/grote-markt-in-brussel>
[accessed 6 July 2020].
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Figure 5.1. View of the world-famous Markt of Bruges. Photo by Wolfgang Staudt, CC BY 2.0, via Wikimedia Commons.

The iconic status of these representations of the
glorious past of the medieval trade towns (mainly)
in the southern Netherlands was enforced following
concepts and ideas that well befitted nineteenth-century ‘medievalism’. Indeed, many guildhalls, or at
least their fronts, have been modified and have been
subject to rather thorough restoration. The guildhall
of the Bakers’ Guild on the Grand Place of Brussels,
however, was even rebuilt in 1873, according to how
medieval architecture was believed to appear.2 In
Ghent, many of the city centre’s medieval and sixteenth- and seventeenth-century monuments and
buildings underwent a thorough restauration, like
the Belfry, the Castle of the Counts, and so on. This
embellishment of the medieval character of the city
centre also included the construction of ‘new’ medi
eval buildings, such as a neo-Gothic post office,
for which genuine medieval patrician houses had
to be demolished, and such as the (re-)construction of so-called ‘rediscovered medieval buildings
that were thought to have been lost in the course of
time’ (Everaert 2014).
2 All dates are ad.

The way the medieval character of the central
marketplaces and town squares was enforced, and
at the same time transformed in the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, is one step in the bio
graphies of these important parts of the townscapes
in the southern Low Countries. In this paper, we will
explore how these changing townscapes interacted
with social agents. We will use both archaeological
data and textual data, but will first explore the relation between social practices and memories and the
formation of biographies of townscapes.

The Accumulation of Memories and
the Urban Fabric
The least one can say is that the landmark character of the glorious marketplaces, including their
town halls, belfries, and so on, can be regarded as
a reframing of the representation of the medieval
economic success of these towns. The historic marketplaces were positioned as unaltered and even
timeless places. More specific, the immaterial message incorporated in the material heritage aimed
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Figure 5.2. Map showing the towns mentioned
in this article. Map by Sarah Dalle (UGent and
VUB, collaborator of the CRUMBEL project).

at the communication of the unchangeable heritage quality of these emblematic places and thus of
their success from the Middle Ages right into industrial times. The marketplaces also act as the archive
of the genetic code of each town and, not surprisingly, many people often associate the marketplaces
with the origins of most medieval towns of the Low
Countries, even though this is in fact only rarely the
case (Uyttenhove 1999, 284).3 To avoid these and
other reductionist perspectives, we have to look at
these spatial features from another perspective: the
perspective of the choices made by people, with a
strong temporal dimension — a biographical perspective (Kolen and Renes 2015). The marketplaces
string together the life histories of the individuals
who contributed to them, reflecting their own successive social perspectives.
3 See, for instance, the case of Aalst, a smaller town in the Schelde
bassin, where earlier historians automatically equated the Grote
Markt with the town’s origin. Van Nuffel 1918; see De Groote 2013
for the discussion.

As any landscape, townscapes are ever changing
and dynamic social products, rather than static accumulations (Uyttenhove 1999). As Gérard Chouquer
(2000, 9–20) says: landscapes build up life courses
according to contemporary perceptions and therefore meaning and significances. Or: every landscape
results from peoples’ contextual sense of place, which
leads them to different contextual choices (Tilley
1994). The idealistic reconfiguration of the marketplaces around 1900 is an interesting example of
this, and shows how townscapes as such are always
reconfigured according to new contextual purposes.
Townscapes are created and/or recreated by selecting certain material features according to their contemporary significances. When we understand the
transformations of their intertextual meanings and
significances, then we understand why and how
the material features of the townscapes, and more
specifically the marketplaces, aged and changed.
Or vice versa: when we consider the material life
trajectories of the townscapes, including innovations, additions, destructions, and decisions about
preservation and the labelling of features as heritage, we will only understand them by applying an
emic perspective to their evolution and transformation. So, apart from the traditional study of the
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Before we will explore this data, however, we
have to discuss the views of the historians who have
written about medieval marketplaces, mainly from
the perspective of these places as symbolic markers
of civic (urban) identities.

A Historical Perspective on Marketplaces

Figure 5.3. Photo of the more than 80 m high Belfry of Ghent,
erected between 1313 and 1380. Today it is protected as UNESCO
World Heritage because of its unique value as symbol of medieval
civic power. Photo by Dries Tys.

horizontal and vertical stratigraphies of towns, we
also need to study the intertextual stratigraphies
of townscapes — their biographies. Consequently,
the questions we have to ask when studying the bio
graphies of towns are: According to which changing
ideas and concepts of sense of place was the urban
fabric reconfigured? And when and how did this
happen? Or in the case of the urban marketplaces:
When, why, and how did they originate? Did they
emerge immediately as designed symbols of urban
independence and particularity in a feudal world,
as is so often projected by historians? How was the
space of the marketplace organized? What was added
and what was obliterated and changed, and when?
We will focus on the origins of the marketplaces
and the way they reached their material form as the
theatres of the late medieval urban identity, which
were often intensively reinforced during the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In order
to do so, we will take a closer look at the growing
number of archaeological observations regarding the
origin and uses of marketplaces in the southern Low
Countries, including at Lier, Mechelen, Lille, Ghent,
and other towns where rescue digs have delivered
some interesting data (Fig. 5.2).

Several historical studies about the late medieval
urban phenomenon describe the (late medieval)
urban landscape as a spatial, symbolical, and ideo
logical construct.4 These studies argue that the importance of the townscapes’ materiality incorporates
representative and ideological value(s) of the urban
patricians and other urban corporate groups, who
materialized these social, economic, and political
relations and values in the townscapes. The theorist
that is mostly referred to in order to support these
views is the neo-Marxist sociologist Henri Lefebvre
with his important volume on La production de l’espace (1974).5 He regarded the urban space (and every
landscape) as a complex social construction based
on values, perceptions, and meaning, and therefore,
on the existing social relations. His writings were
very influential for geographers and urbanists as
well as historians and archaeologists. For Lefebvre,
the landscape (or townscape) around us presents an
(empty) space that is given form by human action;
he stresses the importance of perceptions of social
groups for the actual materialization of space.
Historians who are influenced by Lefebvre’s
views tend to emphasize the symbolic aspects of
the urban form, as a spatial translation of urban identity. An example of this is a paper by Martha Howell
(2000). She considers the late medieval towns in
the Low Countries as a distinct collection of spaces
that, regardless of their differences, provided the
urban inhabitants with a clear idea of membership
of the urban community and therefore a clear spatial urban identity (Howell 2000, 7–9). To Howell
(2000, 8), the market space is ‘one of the most powerfully constituted of these distinct spaces’. She specifically stresses that market spaces were privileged,
fixed, and designated places where buyers and sellers
could meet face-to-face, and thus they were places
that created spatial divisions that ‘defined the bourgeois’ (Howell 2000, 8, 12, 15). This symbolic and
distinctive character was symbolized by how these
4 See, for instance, Lichtert, Dumolyn, and Martens 2014, 1–3 for a
short overview and comments.
5 See Arnade, Howell, and Simons 2002 on the impact of Lefebvre
on the research of historians.
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places were ‘defined by architecture’ — by buildings and sites — with a clear political status such as
the town halls, belfries, and town squares (Fig. 5.3)
(Howell 2000, 12, 15).
In Marc Boone and Heleni Porfyriou’s interesting paper ‘Markets, Squares, Streets: Urban Space, a
Tool for Cultural Exchange’ (2007), a rather similar
approach and discourse is found. They connect the
origin of the urban form with the intensification of
urban relationships and reconstruct more particularly a ‘battle for space’ between princely powers
(and administrations) and urban dwellers, implying that a town could only reach its urban sense of
place when the town inhabitants separated themselves successfully from princely involvement. From
this perspective, the authors connect the political
— read symbolical — use and formation of urban
space (and especially the market squares and town
squares) with the rise of urban particularism, against
the ever-present princely power (see also Howell
2000). For Boone and Porfyriou (2007), the market
squares thus represent the ‘normal centres of urban
life’ logically related to the towns’ raison d’être. The
appropriation of public space in the towns in the thirteenth century marked, according to the authors, the
start of ‘real’ urbanism and urban social, economic,
and political relations between merchants, craftsmen, and other inhabitants (see also Boone 2002).
This notwithstanding the older, ‘archaeological’ origins of towns and markets, from which the market
squares and towns gradually evolved. For historians
like Boone and Porfyriou, the town square clearly
had to possess central and symbolic characteristics
as necessary features to be ‘urban’.
A related but also slightly different voice is that of
Peter Stabel. He considers the creation of the town
squares in the thirteenth century as a very active,
dynamic, and deliberate process of investment in the
urban form (Stabel 2000, 44–45). As such, Stabel,
more than the authors mentioned earlier, considers
how the creation of town squares formed ‘necessary
urbanistic measures’ that were part of urban developments in a long-term perspective, where towns
had their origin in the feudal world and remained in
the landscape as ever-growing and stable settlements
(Stabel 2000, 50–51). According to Stabel (2000, 59),
these new ‘open spaces in the city offered opportunities to concentrate the symbols of power’ by which
a ‘splendid scenery’ was created as a framework for
urban social, cultural, and political activities. This
scenery included town halls, belfries, fountains, pillories, and more.
The historians Boone, Porfyriou, Howell, and
Stabel emphasize how the town squares were above
all symbolic theatres that represented the urban iden-

tity and were very distinctive in doing so. As such,
the formation of town squares, which they situate
broadly in the thirteenth century, is considered to
be the true start of the (late) medieval urban form,
without consideration of the older life trajectories
and phases of both towns and squares. Stabel (2000)
offers, contrary to the other authors mentioned, a
perspective with more attention to the changing
character of towns throughout history, according to
which the materialization of the town squares in the
(broader) thirteenth century is considered but one
stage in the urban life cycles. This view is of course
much more useful for discussing the biographies of
these places from an integrated archaeological perspective (see also Astill 2009, 259).

The Archaeology of Town Squares
The central character of the late medieval town
squares, including their ‘fixation’ as heritage in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, bears as a consequence that these squares are not often the object
of development works, and thus, they offer only few
opportunities to conduct archaeological fieldwork.
In their well-known synthesis on the archaeology
of medieval towns, John Schofield and Alan Vince
(2003, 58–66) discuss town squares and urban markets mainly from the perspective of the importance
of public buildings and infrastructure, entirely in
accordance with the observations made by historians, mainly by looking at cartographic and documentary sources rather that field data. Quite remarkable
is their statement that ‘markets are devoid of the features or deposits which might leave archaeological
traces’ because of the presumed periodical use of
these places (Schofield and Vince 2003, 58).
However, relatively recent redevelopment works
on a set of market squares have delivered interesting data that allow us to put these rather superficial observations into perspective (Verhaeghe 1994;
Blieck and Guiffray 1994). For instance, the building
of underground parking lots under town squares in
towns such as Ghent (County of Flanders, present-day
Belgium), Lille (County of Flanders, presently in
France), and Mechelen (independent seigneury in
Brabant, present-day Belgium) or the embellishment
and reconstruction of town squares in, for instance,
Lier (Duchy of Brabant, present-day Belgium) and
Aalst (County of Flanders, present-day Belgium)
have developed our in-depth material understanding
of the formation processes of several of these town
squares. This increase of often qualitative archaeo
logical data offers the potential to analyse the temporal, spatial, and functional trajectories of the sites
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Figure 5.4. To the left, the Vrijdagmarkt (or Friday Market) in Ghent in 1641 by Sanderus (Flandria illustrata, 1641, p. 127). CC
BY-SA 4.0, digital version provided by Ghent University Library. To the right, a photograph of one of the foundations alongside
the diagonal street and street market that preceded the thirteenth-century market square. Photo: Stadsarcheologie Gent.

of the town squares and marketplaces, especially
in cases where they could be accompanied by the
application of micro and even micro-archaeological
approaches such as micromorphology, which was
used in the case of Lier (see also Astill 2009, 258).
When we consider the results of the different
excavations mentioned here, one of the common
features is the presence of a complex stratigraphy
and deposits underneath the late medieval surface
of these town squares. The archaeological observations of the stratigraphy under the late medieval
Friday Market or ‘Forum Veneris’, the remarkable
and according to David Nichols (1987, 78) ‘enormous’ thirteenth-century domestic marketplace of
Ghent, is a good example of this. The excavations
revealed a multitude of pits, ditches, postholes, and
organic deposits (including manure heaps) connected to waste deposits of artisan activities and
trade (amongst others red-painted Rhenish wares),
but also habitation from between the eleventh and
late thirteenth centuries (Laleman and Raveschot
1986; Laleman 2000). It is indeed remarkable that
the square was obviously a new creation from the
end of the thirteenth century, lying on top of older
structures in limestone. These structures, probably
halls or houses of merchants and/or textile producers, seemed to have been aligned next to a broader
‘street’ that ran diagonally across the space compared
to the later square (Fig. 5.4) (Laleman and Raveschot
1986; Laleman 2000). It is not impossible that this
feature could have been a so-called street market that
preceded the late thirteenth-century town square.
The town archaeologists have recently emphasized the importance of these street markets on the
principal axes of ninth- to eleventh-century Ghent
as the first organized infrastructure for urban mar-

kets (Laleman and Vermeiren 2010). These street
markets seem to have been ad-hoc arrangements on
the broadened roads that connected the different
nuclei of Ghent, amongst which is the tenth- and
eleventh-century comital castle (Fig. 5.5). Most of
these streets are today still present. Highly notable
is the presence of thick layers of organic, dark earths
under the current pavement, indicating the accumulation of highly organic deposits in situ (Laleman
and Vermeiren 2010). Currently, the actual phasing, chronology, or content of these deposits, which
could help us understand the activities that led to
their formation, are not yet fully published. For the
Friday Market as well, detailed chronological or
stratigraphic information is not published. Further,
in Ghent a small yet very central town square was
created in the early fourteenth century. It was called
‘De Plaetse’, around which the halls of the alderman
as well as the court of the urban militia and finally
also the 80 m high belfry tower were built in the
years afterwards.6
The excavations of the central town square or
‘Grand Place’ (present-day Place Charles de Gaulle)
of medieval Lille showed the presence, underneath
the present market, of an interesting and complex
stratigraphy of at least eight phases of deposits predating the actual paving (and thus sealing) of the town
square in the fifteenth century (Blieck and Guiffray
1994). These results show how the market square
had a more chaotic character and was the setting for
temporary structures (market stalls?) and levelling
layers for almost two hundred years between the thir-

6 The construction of the Ghent Belfry took almost seventy years,
between 1313 and 1380, see Boone 2002.
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Figure 5.5. Map of Ghent in 1572 by Braun and
Hogenberg, Civitates orbis terrarum. 1) marks the
position of the Vrijdagmarkt, 2) marks the position of
the Castle of the Counts of Flanders from the second
half of the tenth century. Public domain.

teenth and fifteenth centuries. The area of the later
town square was supposedly already labelled as a
‘forum’ in 1066, although the archaeology shows how
this was merely a wet and empty wasteland between
the comital fortress and the local river that was used
for temporary circulation and merchant activities,
and this lasted up to the thirteenth century (Blieck
and Guiffray 1994, 208–13). Different levelling layers from between the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries suggest that the market square was
reorganized gradually during this period, and this in
relation to a shift towards more permanent occupation of the surroundings of the market (Blieck and
Guiffray 1994, 214–16). The postholes suggest the
presence of wooden market stalls on this now delineated market. It can be assumed that between the
late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries, the
market received its square shape, preserved in the
present town square. On top of these layers, we find

other organic waste levels, which include remains
of leather, bone, and metalworking, indicating that
such activities could happen on the market itself up
to the fourteenth century, as well as indicating that
some of the waste was deposited in situ (Blieck and
Guiffray 1994, 217).
In Mechelen, the building of a large underground
car park underneath the Grote Markt allowed the
archaeologists to do large-scale excavations of the
entire Market Square. And just as in Ghent and in
Lille, a multitude of older features and layers was
brought to light (see Troubleyn and Wouters 2007).
The most important result was that also in Mechelen,
the present Town Square only appeared in the early
fourteenth century, in close accordance with the
building of a prestigious new Gothic cloth-hall that
dominated the new square (Kinnaer and Wouters
2007b, 65). In Mechelen, it appears that the late medi
eval city centre can be regarded as a fourteenth-century urbanist innovation. The older centre of the
medieval city was situated at the west bank of the
River Dijle, with the ‘Korenmarkt’ as the oldest marketplace (Rombaut 1997). The city developed quite
fast at the other side of the river, which was urbanized accordingly through the thirteenth and the four-
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Figure 5.6. Reconstruction of the townscape of Mechelen before
the central market square of Mechelen was laid out, including
the diagonal town street and the guildhall that both preceded
the market, based on the excavation results by the town
archaeologists of Mechelen. From Troubleyn and Wouters 2007.

teenth centuries (Kinnaer and Wouters 2007b). In
this new part of the city, the market function was
spatially organized on a broad street market that ran
diagonally compared to the later square, just as we
have seen for the Friday Market in Ghent (Fig. 5.6).
This street market, mentioned in written sources in
1237, was regarded as a thirteenth-century urbanization of former suburban developments along streets
running to the centres of power in eleventh- and
twelfth-century Mechelen (Kinnaer and Wouters
2007a, 19). Alongside the street market under the
Grote Markt, the archaeologists excavated a multitude of large pits that were filled with organic and
other waste material from craft and market activities
from at least the thirteenth century (Troubleyn and
Wouters 2007, 47). It was notable that alongside this
diagonal street, several official buildings were constructed, such as the older, early thirteenth-century
cloth-hall, which resembled a covered market hall
as one can see in the thirteenth-century bastides in
France, and a small thirteenth-century hall for the
aldermen (Kinnaer and Wouters 2007a, 37; Troubleyn
and Wouters 2007, 53). This indicates that symbolic
buildings related to the government and economic
organization were present from the early thirteenth
century onwards, well before the final materialization of the town square a century later, albeit in a
significantly less grand form and appearance. Before
its urbanization in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the market area was part of the low-lying river
marshes of the River Dijle, close to the older cores
of the town at the other side of the river.
The excavation and research of the origins of the
late medieval marketplace of the town of Lier allowed
more detailed archaeological observations about the

life trajectory of the site of the marketplace, thanks to
the possibility of undertaking micromorphological
and microscopical archaeobotanical analysis on the
complex stratigraphy (Wouters and others 2017; see
also Wouters in this volume; Fig. 5.7). These relatively new techniques are of great importance for
understanding the actual content and thus activities that are enclosed in the deposits (Wouters and
others 2017). As in Lille, the stratigraphy of the town
square included several distinct phases that preceded
the moment when the site became the scenic town
square. The upper layer under the cobbles of the present town square was a sterile white sand cover that
was dated after the middle of the fourteenth century.
This cover marked the closing of the older deposits
and correlates with the construction of the prestigious cloth-hall and belfry, which are first mentioned
in written sources in 1367 (Wouters and others 2017).
The stratigraphy underneath was, however, much
more complex and included at least three phases
of so-called ‘dark earths’, which are highly organic
archaeological features where the detailed strati
graphy is often obliterated due to intensive bioturbation. The oldest layer of these dark earths dated
to the eleventh century and was characterized by
flax cultivation in the wetlands. It clearly relates to
the pre-urban, rural landscape, when Lier evolved
from an early medieval central place to a small fortress and port on a sandy ridge in the middle of the
wetlands next to the river. Levelling and truncation show how this rural landscape was deliberately
transformed into a communal space aimed at other
activities around the beginning of the twelfth century. This new communal space was used intensively,
probably for assembly and market activities, during
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The deposits
that relate to these activities (fuel-ash residues, pottery, bone, and abundant organic matter, but also
building debris) accumulated gradually into this
second dark earth (Wouters and others 2017). The
image we get is that of an ‘organic, multifunctional
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and potentially chaotic use of the public space’ due
to ‘artisanal activities involving fires, trade, traffic
causing trampling, potential food preparation, waste
accumulation, etc.’ (Wouters and others 2017, 63).
This phase indicates how urban life developed
quite intensely, but also how the market area functioned as an unorganized and dirty open area inside
town. The identification in situ of intensive building
activity between the second and third dark earths
around 1300 indicates that the open space was reorganized into a delineated market square. The subsequent formation of the third dark earth during the
first half of the fourteenth century is just as before
characterized by an accumulation of organic material and residues of craft-working activities, but also
by an intensification of traffic (Wouters and others
2017). This particular phase seems to be similar to
the fourteenth-century development of the town
square of Lille with its intensive trade and crafts
activities in stalls on the designated forum.
The archaeological results of several other excavations seem to confirm the general trends from the
presented case studies. In the small town of Deinze
on the River Leie, the first Gothic town hall on the
market was constructed in the fourteenth century,
prior to a thirteenth-century dark earth that covered
the entire terrain of the market space (Vanoverschelde
2013, 33–34). In the coastal town of Poperinge, the
Gothic town hall was built after the reorganization
and levelling of a natural terrain next to a local rivulet sometime between the late thirteenth and early
fourteenth centuries (Vanoverschelde 2013, 38–40).
In the small inland town of Ninove, the corn hall was
constructed at the same time as the market square
received its pavement during the first quarter of the
fourteenth century. The pavement of the market
was laid out on top of half a metre of older deposits (Klinkenberg and others 2009).
In Den Bosch, the central market square was reorganized, paved, and completed with a central town
and cloth-hall in the early fourteenth century, after
having developed from street markets throughout
the thirteenth century ( Janssen 1983).

Discussion
The detailed research results in especially Lier confirm the observations made for the other towns:
a complex of deposits reveals the importance of
intensive in-situ activities before the pavement of
the town squares. The accumulation of assemblyand crafts-related ‘dirt’ resulted in organic deposits
that represented several ages of urban life before
the town squares received their prestigious make-

Figure 5.7. Top: Location of the Grote Markt of Lier in
1582. Historical map from Guicciardini, Beschrijvinghe van
alle de Nederlanden. Bottom: Stratigraphy of the older
market phases in Lier, predating the fourteenth century.
Photo: Yannick Devos, VUB.

over sometime between the late thirteenth century
(Ghent and Lille in Flanders) and the fourteenth
century (for the towns in Brabant). The construction of elaborate town halls, cloth-halls, and belfries
as defining monuments on the paved town squares
seems indeed ‘typical’ for the urbanism of this period.
The places that were thus transformed had, however, older life trajectories and were used as markets before, albeit often in a different form, such as
street markets (Ghent, Mechelen, and Den Bosch)
and/or as market areas that evolved slowly at more
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marginal, often wetter, terrains at the edge of the
high medieval centres (Lier, Lille, and Mechelen).
It is indeed remarkable how, in a rather limited
time span, investments were made in monumentality in the towns in the Low Countries. This process
can be related to the desire of the urban and civil
elites (often merchants and urban patricians) to create distinction in the townscapes, both towards the
feudal lords that were involved in these towns in
the centuries before, but probably also towards the
groups of craftsmen in the towns, since craft activities were reorganized at the edge of the towns after
the embellishment of the town squares. The historian Peter Stabel called ‘The creation of organised
public space the reconquest of space by the public
authorities’ and related the aspirations of civic power
to urbanistic measures aimed at the construction of a
‘splendid scenery’ with new symbols of power (Stabel
2000, 45, 51, 55, 59; Boone and Porfyriou 2007, 234).
The new form of the town squares presents indeed
a dramatic transformation of the townscapes and
emphasizes the new power balance in these towns,
which made them virtually autonomous city states.
It is tempting to relate this specific ‘momentum’ to
V. Gordon Childe’s criteria to distinguish independent cities based on archaeological evidence, and more
specifically the criterion about the use of monumentality: ‘Truly monumental public buildings not only
distinguish each known city from any village but also
symbolise the concentration of the social surplus’
(Childe 1950, 12). This social surplus is, however,
in the case of late medieval Flanders not based on
the organizational power of the overlord (the feudal prince or king), but on that of the leading urban
residents, the merchant patricians. They gradually
arrogated a dominant and independent social, political, and cultural position that opposed the feudal
power and might that were at the origins of many of
these towns (Verhulst 1999; Wilkin and Naylor 2015;
Biermann 2015; Tys, Deckers, and Wouters 2016). As
Michael E. Smith (2009, 20–21) rightly notes, however, the appearance of monumental architecture in
the towns is much more than a simple result of the
rise of a new political authority. Symbolic architecture could also serve to bind other residents emotionally to their city, in other words to create and
influence (new) urban identities and connections
(Smith 2009, 20–21). In this respect, we also have
to emphasize that the process of emulation between
towns and between several groups inside the towns
might have been at play. Monumentality is in other
words a concept that is contextual in itself and has
to be seen in relation to the evolving perception of
the townscapes that changed gradually in the centuries before the transformation of the town squares

around 1300 (Uyttenhove 1999). It is important to
note that there was often century-long continuity in
the use of space, albeit in relation to social practices,
these were not entirely similar to those around 1300.
For instance, craft activities were allowed on the market areas before 1300, while the civic buildings and
guildhalls were apparently more functional and practical and far less elaborate compared to their fourteenth-century successors (for instance in Mechelen).
Contrary to what Stabel wrote in 2000 (pp. 51,
59), the town squares seem rather to be an adaptation of already existing infrastructure than an entirely
new urban form. The layers and sequences in, for
instance, Lier and Lille that developed on the same
position as the paved town square, confirm this. The
actual process of accumulation because of craft and
other activities shows that the places of the later
emblematic town squares were used during a long
sequence of hundreds of years, being it since the
tenth, eleventh, or twelfth century. Naturally, the
landscape where the market originally developed
was initially not urban, as we can see in Lier where
the micromorphology showed us that the market
developed on top of a former rural landscape where
flax once was cultivated. But it is important to note
that the market activities, being trade (local or otherwise) and craft production, developed during several
centuries in accordance with the gradual transformation of the towns themselves, including the development of ideas about and experiences with spatial
planning, the design of streets, urban allotments,
the alignments of streets and squares, the construction of town walls (often starting in the thirteenth
centuries), and more (see Boerefijn 2005; 2013). In
Aalst, the alignment of the houses alongside the
town square was already in existence from the late
twelfth century, although the square did not have
the later town and cloth-hall or a pavement in stone
(De Groote and others 2009). The same evolution
can be noticed in for instance Lier and Lille, where
the archaeologists could observe how the markets
were reorganized into a delineated market square
well before the pavement of the square, as a kind of
intermediate stage. In Ghent, the market activities
developed probably in situ since at least the tenth
century, in Lille this happened from the eleventh
century onwards. In Bruges, the market square and
activities developed outside the gates of the comital
palace, possibly already from the late tenth century,
on a marginal and wet terrain (Hillewaert and others 2011; Tys, Deckers, and Wouters 2016). The fact
that Galbert of Bruges describes the same market in
1127 as cloacarium tells its own story and does seem
to point towards similar uses and activities as the
ones that archaeologists notice for the dark-earth
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phases of the market squares in, for instance, Lille
and Lier (Devliegher 1999, 94–95).
The logic behind the transformation processes is
one of the defining characteristics of the use of marketplaces in the towns before 1300. Traders and craftsmen produced and exchanged goods and materials
in open terrains with a wet and marginal character
(Lier seems to be the exception there). Several activities intrinsically connected to what it meant to ‘hold
a market’, like stabling, middening, producing crafts,
manuring, etc., accumulated in a different, less prestigious kind of ‘urban’ fabric (Galinié 2004; Wouters
and others 2016; 2017). The intensity of the assembly
of people and their activities made the open space
rather muddy and certainly dirty, resulting in a gradual
accumulation of the highly organic dark earths. This
did not mean that the market areas were not swept or
cleared afterwards, but the fact that there was no pavement resulted in typical waste depositions related to
urban activities (cf. the cloacarium description of the
later Grote Markt of Bruges). As such, the presence
of highly organic deposits on urban markets between
the tenth and thirteenth centuries seems to be intrinsically similar to the formation processes that led to
the homogeneous and heavily bioturbated dark earths
in early medieval settlements connected to trade
and/or craft production, like Hedeby, Lundenwic,
Maastricht, Tours, and others (Wouters and others
2016; Wouters in this volume; 2016). To assemble
and hold a market in the ‘feudal’ phase of the towns
seems therefore not different from the use of urban
space (and the perception of how this space could
be used) between the seventh/eighth and eleventh/
twelfth centuries. There are of course differences as
well, such as the development of the delineation of
the marketplace into squares (or triangular marketplaces) in the time before its pavement (apparently
especially during the thirteenth century).
As stated above, the dirty character of the market
area, the presence of crafts, the absence of elaborated
Gothic halls and belfries indicate that the merchant
civilians and urban patricians did not control the
townscapes as they would later, and this continued for centuries. These observations, the topo
graphical situation of many of these market areas
at the gates of the feudal oppida and fortresses (or
alongside roads that led to these, which is the case
in Mechelen and Ghent), plus the written testimonies reflecting how the feudal lords transferred the
trade halls from their ownership to the civic authorities in the years around 1300, suggest very clearly
that the feudal lords played an important role in
the biographies of these towns and this for quite a
long time (Wouters and others 2017; Kinnaer and
Wouters 2007a; 2007b).

The emergence of towns in Flanders was indeed
not the result of merchants that opposed feudal ties,
as Henri Pirenne described it once (1925), but was,
on the contrary, positively influenced by counts
who made it their policy to encourage trade and
urban development (Nichols 1997; Verhulst 1999;
Loveluck and Tys 2006; Oksanen 2012; Tys, Deckers,
and Wouters 2016). Feudal princes, and in particular the counts of Flanders, tried to benefit from the
emerging early medieval trade and craft specialization in coastal Flanders and elsewhere in order
to accumulate means and wealth to invest in state
formation (Tys 2005; Oksanen 2012). As a minimum, one can say that the princes in Flanders did
not oppose merchant emancipation and that merchants actively used the infrastructure, in particular marshy areas at the gates of the fortresses, as the
designed space to organize the assembly of traders
and craftsmen.7 These assembly places became soon
enough privileged spaces for the merchants and their
activities. When the new count of Flanders, Willem
Clito, attempted in 1127 to seize one of his serfs in the
market area of Lille, just outside his oppidum, the
merchants protested that he broke the (agreed) market peace (Oksanen 2012, 27). Clearly, William, who
had just arrived from Normandy, was not sufficiently
aware of the spatial significance of the market area
just outside the comital castle in southern Flanders.
Also, other written and archaeological sources deliver
testimonies of the involvement of the feudal lords
in the organization of trade and exchange. In the
smaller towns of Ninove, Geraardsbergen, Aalst, and
Dendermonde in eastern Flanders, the market area
was created either on comital grounds just outside
the gates of the fortress or on the bailey of the castles (De Groote 2013). In both Lier and Mechelen,
we see how the dukes of Brabant (for Lier) and the
Berthout lords (for Mechelen) were involved in the
organization of market halls that were transferred only
later on (between the late thirteenth and the early
fourteenth centuries) to the civic town authorities
(Kinnaer and Wouters 2007b; Wouters and others
2017). In Mechelen, as we have seen, the relics of the
older feudal market hall and infrastructure were excavated in the location where the town square would
develop subsequently. This hall was most probably
one of the halls provided by the Berthout lords as a
means of infrastructure to organize trade and market
exchange before the merchant elites had a decisive
influence on the townscape. Anyhow, this older hall
offers us a rare view on the older infrastructure in the
townscapes before the civic public power changed
7 See also Saint-Denis 2000, 76–77 for Noyon in northern France.
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the late medieval townscapes substantially. It is not
impossible that the (erased) older halls with their
feudal connotations might have resembled halls and
infrastructure that we know through examples in
France and England (Schofield and Vince 2003).
This is, however, an educated guess since these earlier
halls have so far received almost no scientific attention and are more or less unknown from the archaeo
logical record, with the exception of Mechelen. The
existence of older halls in feudal possession or context, as well as the strong indication of the importance of street markets, require closer attention in
order for us to understand the ‘feudal’ townscapes
and the perception of urban space in towns before
1300 (see also Giles 2007).

Conclusion
The town squares that developed in the medieval
towns of Flanders and Brabant have complex life trajectories. Most of them seem to have started as open,
empty spaces (often minor wastelands or wetlands
close to rivers and alluvia), situated near the entrance
or at the edge of feudal fortresses between the tenth
and twelfth centuries, later becoming market areas
designated by the feudal powers. Feudal powers were
not responsible for the rise of trade and exchange,
but they at least succeeded in binding the dynamic
merchants to their own feudal reproduction strategies. The activities in these market areas included
artisan crafts and trade exchanges for both the urban
communities as well as the visiting merchants. The
formation processes of the deposits related to these
activities are not unlike what can be seen in the emporia from the Early Middle Ages. Gradually, the urban
social groups negotiated their role and activities in
the urban space with the feudal powers and received
privileges such as market peace and functional buildings like small town halls. Infrastructure for the civic
authorities was built, and this would be transferred
later, around 1300, to their own possession. Around
the same period, in a time span between the end of
the thirteenth century and the middle of the fourteenth century, the market areas developed into monumental town squares that were paved and dominated
by large Gothic town halls, guildhalls, belfries, and
other civic buildings with symbolic qualities. Thus,
the town squares became the theatres of social, economic, and political rituals that accompanied the rise
towards autonomy of the civic towns. We can indeed
see how social surplus of civic power resulted in the
spatial ideology of the monumental town squares,
obliterating every reference to the older feudal original fabric. It is important to notice that this process

did not happen in every town at exactly the same time
— it appears that this happened first in Flanders and
only later in the neighbouring Duchy of Brabant. Lier
and Mechelen were only small secondary towns when
Ghent and Bruges were already well-known centres
of trade and craft production, for instance. It would
therefore be very interesting to study the evolution
in every town with more chronological detail and
situate and compare the actual biographies more
closely in relation to the divergent social and political processes between Flanders and Brabant. Thus,
we could also get a closer view on the aspect of emulation between towns and amongst different social
agents and their policies. Considering the present
lack of detailed chronological data in Ghent and
Bruges, this is at the moment not yet possible. In the
framework of this paper, it was also not possible to
involve other aspects of transformation of the townscapes, like the construction of stone walls around
the towns during the thirteenth century. This needs
further attention.
The present overview shows that the development
of the late medieval urban fabric was not path-dependent but followed deliberate strategies and aims
of different actors that used this space. The biotopo
graphical approach to the townscapes allows us to
ask more refined questions, compared to the reductionist stories that are often presented (but which
are often part of the biographies themselves). The
significant change of the social topography of the
towns between the late thirteenth century and the
middle of the fourteenth century in medieval Flanders
and Brabant shows very clearly a tension between
different perspectives on economy, social power,
and identity — in fact even on what it meant to be
‘urban’ itself. Urban biographies can thus be considered as a permanent reconfiguration of references
and the (often reductionist) creation of meanings
and memories. There are dramatic moments of transition in these biographies, which could almost be
considered as kinds of rite de passage, such as the
decision to organize the market on marginal lands
next to feudal fortresses, the reconfiguration of the
market areas as civic centres of urban identity around
1300, and the medievalist approach towards the market squares around 1900. After each rite de passage,
the town went into a new stage that would last for
many centuries in which changes would only be
gradual, until a new balance of power and social
surplus would lead to another significant reconfiguration and transition. Thus, the material form of
the townscape carries different immaterial meanings and significances that make these townscapes
so fascinating and make us want to understand the
complexity of their biographies.
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